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Anthem Brass is a combinator refill designed for propeller heads.n Covers all the hottest & epic brass horns in urban music. The
ensemble consists of two musicians - a drummer and a flutist. Each member of the ensemble plays their own instrument. The
drummer typically plays a Mimosa drum or an improvisational xylophone drum kit - that is, the modern model, with one or

three handles, and this model often comes with detachable handles. Flutists play their own - for flute and for piano, two
different instruments, but still has a similar construction. They are often improvisers, so they usually form their own bands.

Musical literature is one of the priority sources of inspiration for them. Also, since the instrument takes much longer to master,
they most often work in groups. Using this ensemble requires some financial flexibility. Sometimes it is more profitable to have

a contract with concerts (for example, to attend concerts), and sometimes it is not. Thus, the ensemble quite often uses a
repertory approach to performance, at least in the early years. In the repertoire order, composers are usually known by the titles

of their own works, but many include works by other authors as well. But improvisation is also very useful for the ensemble.
Here is how James Twyman describes how he joined this ensemble: â€œI was sitting at the piano, and suddenly I felt that it was

mine - I could not tear myself away. It seemed that all the nouveau riche virtuosos had finished, and only he remained afloat.
Everyone began to â€œsingâ€�, and I silently sat and listened.â€� - "All We Have to Be Heroines", W.B. Yeats, 1939 Much
of the time the ensemble plays, as far as I know, during private concerts. During this period, its members, as you might guess,
are often forced to take double bass lessons, even if they like it. Recently, the ensemble has been playing not only improvised
instruments, but also traditional ones: Also in 2008, he held several successful concerts based on the work of Frederic Chopin.
DSC Brass; Iowa Tuba; Sonatina for trumpet; Sonatina Horn; VSCO2 Old trombone; Saxophone ICE; saxophone Z; VSCO2

Tube; VSCO2 Trumpet .
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